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ABSTRACT

Numerical simulations of supercritical coastal flows have been performed. The meso—y—
scale model which has been used in this study is non-linear, hydrostatic and has a higher—
order turbulence closure. Previous studies of supercritical coastal flows with this model have
given rise to some questions and hypotheses, e.g. is the gradual curvature of the main coastal
mountains north of Cape Mendocino sufficient to excite an expansion fan? Is the local terrain
of Cape Mendocino responsible for the collapse of the marine atmospheric layer (MABL) in
Shelter Cove? This study was designed to answer these questions. The terrain used in the
simulations was generated by a simple analytical function and fitted to the real terrain north of
Cape Mendocino in a sense that it would reflect it as good as possible, neglecting "small"
changes in the orientation of the coast and height of the terrain. This made it possible to test
hypotheses related to the coastline shape one by one.

Simulations that were performed are: Piecewise linear coasts with constant terrain
height where the change in coastline orientation, the height of the inversion and strength of
the background wind speed was varied; Piecewise linear coasts where the height of the terrain
was varying along the coast; Curved coastlines with different curvatures; Piecewise linear
coasts with simplified capes perpendicular to the coast where the height of the cape was
varied.

It was found that the angle with which the coast turns away from the flow regulates the
amount of acceleration in the following expansion fan. A decreasing height of the terrain
along the coast lead to an increased acceleration of the flow, the largest acceleration was
found when the slope of the terrain was confined to the change in coastline orientation. It was
concluded that this is comparable to an increased change in coastline orientation. The
simulations with curved coastlines confirmed the hypothesis that the gradual curvature of the
main coastal mountains north of Cape Mendocino is sufficient to excite an expansion fan. In
fact, a curved coastline leads to a stronger acceleration of the flow than a piecewise linear
coastline. One of the most striking features in this study was that the acceleration of the flow
started far upstream of the change in coastline orientation, even though the flows were
supercn'tical. This phenomenon was mainly found in the cases with the highest wind speeds.
It is suggested that the upstream acceleration of the flow is due to either high amplitude
gravity waves propagating within the MABL or internal gravity waves propagating above the
inversion. When a cape was inserted perpendicular to the main coastline, this showed that
even with a cape as low as approximately half the depth of the MABL, the flow was
significantly blocked. Indications of wave—breaking on the lee side of the cape was also found,
which confirmed the hypothesis that the local terrain of Cape Mendocino is responsible for
the collapse of the MABL in Shelter Cove.
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1. Introduction

A large part of the Earth's population lives in coastal areas. Their daily life is influenced by
coastal mesoscale phenomena such as land and sea breezes, coastal fronts, fog and strong
winds associated with coastal orography. For practical reasons, e.g. fishing industry, air and
sea transport and environmental protection, the meteorology in the coastal zone is very
important. Thus, a better understanding of the coastal meteorology would benefit not only
people living in coastal zones, but also industry and nations.

Coastal meteorology is the study of meteorological phenomena in the coastal zone caused, or
significantly affected by the step—change in the surface characteristics, i.e. roughness,
temperature, moisture, and orography. The coastal zone is defined as extending approximately
100 km to either side of the coastline (National Research Council 1992).

The dynamics of the coastal meteorology may be treated in terms of three subsidiary
problems,

.. the contrast in heating between land and water drives the coastal atmospheric circulation,
which also is modified by the contrast in surface friction, e.g. sea and land breezes,

- coastal interaction processes with larger—scale meteorological systems, e.g. modification of
storm intensity and motion,

~ the influence due to steep coastal mountains, which may induce strong winds and complex
flow patterns, e.g. coastal jets.

Real coastal phenomena are always some combination of these idealized problems. Basic to
these three problems is the transfer of heat, momentum and water vapor between the
atmosphere and its underlying surface (National Research Council 1992).

This paper will focus on the influence by coastal orography as it acts as a barrier to the coastal
flow. This can be the case when the coastal marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) is
sufficiently stably stratified, shallow and/or the coastal terrain is high enough. Air with an
initial component of motion toward the barrier must then eventually turn and flow along the
barrier, which can lead to formation of coastal jets. If the MABL stratification is sufficiently
stable, even moderate terrain may become hydrodynamically steep and block the flow
(Grisogono and Tjernstrom 1996; Tjernstrom and Grisogono 1996).

One area where the coastal range through its height can act as a barrier is along the west coast
of USA (Beardsley et al. 1987). In late spring through early fall, the near-surface air flow over
the eastern North Pacific is dominated by a subtropical anticyclone, located about 1000 km
west of the coast near 40°N, and a thermal low over the western United States. These
synoptic-scale features prevail a northerly wind along the coast. This is known as upwelling-
favorable winds since surface water, forced to flow offshore by Ekman transport, must be
replaced by cold (and nutritious) water from below (Kelly 1985).



In the Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment (CODE), Beardsley et al. (1987) confirmed the
observations by Neiburger et al. (1961) that a strong temperature inversion (of the order 10° in
potential temperature) exists over most of the eastern North Pacific. This inversion was also
confirmed by a statistical analysis of buoy observation and routine soundings by Dorman and
Winant (1995). They conclude that a well-defined inversion separates the MABL from the
free atmosphere aloft nearly 90% of the time during the summer and half the time during
winter. The inversion marks the boundary between the subsiding warm air above and the cool,
moist air in the turbulent, well—mixed marine layer below. It slopes from ~2000 m around
Hawaii to the order of ~100 m near the coast where it dr0ps quickly until intersecting the
mountain range. The inversion has a mean height of the order 400 m along the coast but can
be as shallow as ~50 m (Beardsley et al. 1987).

Beardsley et al. (1987) suggests a simple model for the west coast of USA during the
upwelling-favorable season based on the measurements from CODE and earlier descriptive
works. An inversion base drops eastward toward the coast. Near the coast the inversion drops
more steeply until it intersects the coastal mountain at a height of a few hundred meters. A
few km west of the coast, just below the inversion, an alongcoast jet form, produced by the
thermal wind associated with the slope of the inversion. Daytime heating over a narrow
coastal strip beneath the marine layer generates a weak cross-coast secondary circulation. The
return flow helps to depress the nearshore inversion even more which causes the core of the
alongcoast jet to accelerate, drop in elevation and shift onshore. During the night, the stability
increases over land (owing to radiational cooling) and the weak cross flow ceases. This causes
the jet to move further offshore and the Wind speed in a near shore zone to decrease.

The MABL jet in the CODE area is described in more detail by Zemba and Friehe (1987).
Coincident with the strongest gradients in temperature and humidity, a density inversion, there
is a low~level jet with wind speeds up to 30 m/s at elevations of a few hundred meters. The
inversion is often found at lower heights than the coastal mountain range, which can channel
the flow. Above the inversion the stratification is stable. A strong horizontal temperature
gradient between the hot land and the cool marine air drives a thermal wind, which causes an
increasing northerly flow with decreasing height. Below the inversion the flow is turbulent but
the turbulent motion is suppressed at the inversion. Zemba and Friehe also conclude that
below the inversion, a horizontal cross—shelf temperature gradient generated by the upwelled
water (cold water at the coast and relatively warmer offshore) drives a small thermal wind that
increases with height. They conclude that the jet—shaped wind profile is due to these three
effects, i.e. a balance between the thermal wind that increases with decreasing height (due to
the sloping inversion), the local thermal wind that increases with height (due to the SST
gradient) and friction (which increases with decreasing height).

Beardsley et al. (1987) found an interesting feature in the CODE area. The measurements
indicated presence of a supercritical flow in a region south of Point Arena with formation of
an expansion fan where the coast turns away from the flow. Dorman and Winant (1995) also
found indications of this from buoy observations and soundings. This paper will try to answer
some of the questions concerning supercritical coastal flows. A definition of supercritical flow
and a more thorough discussion about supercritical flows along the west coast of USA will
follow in section 2. In section 3 the model and the setup of the experiment are presented
followed by results and discussion in section 4. A summary of the main results of this paper is
given in section 5.



2. Background

The MABL over most of the eastern North Pacific is, as mentioned earlier, capped by a sharp
density inversion. If such a sharp density gradient exists, inertio—gravity waves can propagate
along the interface between the two layers in order to adjust the mass and momentum
distribution in the lower fluid so'that the flow turns towards geostrophic balance (cf. e.g.
Holton 1992, pp 211—216). If the wavelength of the wave is much greater than the depth H of
the lower fluid, the linear phase speed, c, for the fastest of these waves, the shallow-water
gravity wave, is given by:

czw/g'H, ' (2.1)
where

V g A

g'= gi. (2.2)
90

g' is the reduced gravity, Ap is the difference in density over the interface between the upper
and the lower fluid, and p0 is the density of the lower fluid.

The ratio of the velocity U of the lower fluid and the phase speed c is called the Froude
number, Fr (cf. e.g. Ippen 1951),

Fr 2 . (2.3)

In this paper g' will be defined by using the potential temperature rather than density, allowing
an easier interpretation of the model results,

, AG
g = gm- (2-4)90

If Fr > 1 the flow is referred to as supercritical. This means that no information about any
local perturbation can propagate upstream since the phase speed is lower than the velocity of
the flow. One can interpret this as the information is being "swept" downstream of the
obstacle, while propagating at the phase speed c in the direction perpendicular to the flow.
The Froude number determines the behavior of a channel flow when the vertical boundaries
turn away from or into the flow. If the flow is supercritical and the "channel" widens, an
expansion fan emanates from the point where the boundary changes. Due to continuity, the
depth of the lower fluid must decrease in the expansion fan. Since both energy and mass must
be conserved, and since the lowering of the MABL in the expansion fan introduces an
enhanced inversion slope, the wind speed increases within the expansion fan. If the boundary
turns into the flow, a partial blocking reduces the speed, and a hydraulic jump along a line



where Fr = 1 appears. In Figure 1, a simple sketch describes an expansion fan. The channel
turns away from the flow at the angle 06. For small changes in the orientation of the channel
wall, the angle B is given by (of. e.g. Winant et al. 1988):

sin(B) 2: c 1~— —-—-——-—. 2.5
U Fr ( )

In a super critical flow, no information can propagate beyond this angle. When the depth h of
the fluid decreases from h1 to hz, the wind speed increases from U1 to U2.

The first in situ observations of a supercritical flow were made during CODE in airborne
measurements between Point Arena and Bodega bay along the northern Californian coast.
This case was analyzed by Winant et a1. (1988) and from the observations they concluded that
the marine layer behaved as a supercritical channel flow. Changes in the orientation of the
coastline were associated with expansion waves and hydraulic jumps. A hydraulic model was
used and the results were compared with the measurements. The conclusion was that friction
and rotation play important roles in the dynamics of the coastal jet.

Samelson (1992) confirmed these ideas by Winant et al. with a non—linear shallow-water
model, including rotation and simplified friction. Rather than straight lines emanating from
the kink and forming a fan, the region with increased wind speed formed a "bulge". The
results that Samelson presented agreed well with the observations from CODE. Samelson also
suggested that if the angle 0!. is sufficiently large, the flow might separate from the boundary at
the kink, allowing upstream flow and recirculation near the coast downstream of the kink.

Winant et a1. (1988) discussed other areas in the world where supercritical flows might be
found, e.g. along the west coast of South America, South West Africa and Western Australia.
They also suggested that the marine layer near Cape Mendocino might be supercritical which
also Dorman and Winant (1995) later found indications of. The Coastal Waves 1996
experiment (CW96) was designed to provide more detailed measurements of the coastal
marine boundary layer in summer conditions (Rogers et al. 1998). One of the problems that
were addressed was the supercriticality of the marine boundary layer. CW96 confirmed the
presence of supercritical flows near Cape Mendocino and expansion fans were found in the
lee of Cape Mendocino and Point Sur.

Tjernstrom and Grisogono (1999) performed simulations with a three-dimensional non—linear
model based on measurements during the CW96. The simulations were in good agreement
with the measurements and confirmed that the flow can be treated as a channel flow.
Samelson's conclusion that friction is of great importance to the structure of the expansion fan
was also confirmed. Furthermore, it was concluded that the local terrain is of great
importance. At Cape Mendocino the terrain at the cape is oriented in ridges across the flow
with heights approximately equal to the MABL depth. This causes a partial blocking upstream
of the cape and triggers a single lee—wave that propagates up to ~ 3 km. Tjernstrom (1999)
shows in sensitivity tests that when the cape is removed, the lee~wave vanish almost
completely while the general structure of the expansion fan is nearly unaffected by this change
of the local terrain. Without the cape, the MABL depth shows a gradual decrease towards the
coast and Tjernstrom concludes that the lee-wave triggered by the cape is responsible for the
collapse of the boundary layer in lee of the cape. Furthermore, without the cape there is a



continuous and gradual alongcoast acceleration of the flow. It is concluded that the change in
the coastline orientation does not have to be abrupt, the gradual curvature of the main coastal
mountains is sufficient to excite the expansion fan. Neither did the inclusion of a realistic sea
surface temperature (SST), i.e. lower temperatures near the coast than further offshore due to
the upwelling, change the main flow structure. The expansion fan with the associated
dynamics seemed to be a very stable feature in all simulations.

Previous studies of coastal flows, discussed above, rise some questions about supercritical
flows around bending coastlines and capes. How sensitive is the jet structure to the angle at
which the coast turns away from the flow? Does the shape of the coast have a profound effect,
e.g. a straight coastline versus a curved coastline? Does a decreasing height of the mountain
range affect the flow and is the flow sensitive to the height of the inversion? Furthermore,
what is the cause of the simulated gradual upstream acceleration of the flow for cases without
the cape, even in supercritical flow? These are some of the questions this paper will approach.



3. The experiment

3.1. The model

The model used in this study is the so called MIUU model. It is a 3D hydrostatic, non—linear
meso-y—scale model with a higher—order turbulence closure. The vertical coordinate is
transformed to a terrain~influenced coordinate system according to Pielke (1984, pp 118125).
The turbulence closure is a "level—2.5"-—closure (Mellor and Yamada 1974), which is described
and improved by Andrén (1990). A more detailed description of the model is found in
Tjernstrom (1987a,b). The model is well~documented in the literature and has been applied in
a variety of applications, in particular, for studies of orographic (eg. Grisogono 1995; Enger
and Grisogono 1998) and coastal flows (e.g. Tjernstrom and Grisogono 1996; Grisogono and
Tjernstrom 1996; Cui et al. 1998).

3.2. Setup and initialization of the numerical experiments

The terrain used in Tjernstrom (1999) forms the basis for the terrain used in this paper (Figure
2). A simple parabolic function was used to generate a smooth mountain range. This idealized
terrain was fitted to the "real terrain" of the coastline north of Cape Mendocino, in a sense that
it should reflect it as good as possible, neglecting "small" changes in the orientation of the
coast and height of the terrain. The reason for using an idealized terrain, was to be able to
draw general conclusions, of the terrain-induced forcing on the flow.

The model domain is 495x430x5 km3 and resolved by 41x41x30 grid points. To achieve
maximum resolution in the central part of the domain, and locate the lateral boundaries far
from the area of interest, a horizontal grid that expands towards the lateral boundaries was
used. Also the vertical grid expands, log-linearly, towards the model top. This gives a
maximum resolution of 2x2 km2 in the horizontal and 1 min the vertical close to the surface.

The simulations were initialized using a dynamic initialization. The model is given a
horizontally homogeneous temperature, humidity and wind fields and run through a pre-
integration period during which the model fields adjust gradually to a realistic quasi—balance.
The simulations presented here were all initialized at 1800 Local Standard Time (LST). The
aim of this paper is to study terrain induced forcing on the flow, the dependence on the
inversion height and strength of the background flow and not diurnal cycles. The results
presented here will thus concentrate on the model results 21 hours into the simulation, at
15.00 LST.



One control run and seventeen sensitivity tests were performed.

- Changes in internal structure:

- Two simulations were carried out to see how the height of the inversion, and thus the
depth of the MABL, affects the acceleration of the flow.

- Four simulations with different strengths of the background (geostrOphic) wind speed
were performed. The question was how this would affect the expansion fan.

All these changes affect the Froude number. Note that the way the height of the
inversion is altered, this also alters the strength of the inversion.

- Changes in surface forcing:

- To outline the importance of the angle, at which the coast turns away from the flow,
one simulation was performed with an increased angle and one simulation with a
decreased angle.

- Three simulations were performed with a decreasing height of the coastal range. One
simulation to see if this would accelerate the flow more than in the control run and two
additional, to see if where the height of the coastal range starts to decline is of major
importance.

- Three simulations with a curved coastline were performed to see if there are any major
differences in the flow characteristics if the coast is curved or piecewise linear.

- Three simulations with a cape perpendicular to the coastline with three different heights
were carried out. With these simulations, the hypothesis from Tjernstrom (1999), that it
is the local terrain at Cape Mendocino that causes the lower wind speed in Shelter Cove
in lee of the cape was tested.

In all simulations the SST was set constant in time and space at 12.5 C’C. This rests on results
by Tjernstrom (1999), showing that imposing a more realistic SST has only minor effects on
this type of flow. The diurnal temperature variation of the soil surface was prescribed using a
sinusoidal-type function. Initial wind speed (the geostrophic wind), potential temperature and
specific humidity profiles for the simulations are presented in Table 1. The terrain used in
each experiment is also described in Table l and shown in Figure 3.

The figures in this paper are presented in a Cartesian coordinate system, x, y and 2. When the
text refers to a it and/or y position, this is always in model coordinates. North (south) is in the
positive (negative) y-direction and east (west) in the positive (negative) x-direction. The main
flow is always from the north, so upstream (downstream) of the kink means north (south) of
the change in coastline orientation.



4. Results

For each experiment some bulk characteristics of the flow are presented: the MABL depth,
maximum wind speed and the Froude number. The MABL depth is here defined as the height
when the potential temperature first exceeds the surface value by 1.4 0C. This very simple
definition of the MABL depth is also used by Tjernstrom (1999) and Dorman et al. (1999). It
only works, however, as long as the MABL is reasonably well mixed. This depth in
combination with the inversion strength, defined as the potential temperature difference taken
over a height interval determined by stability, and the mean velocity within the MABL is used
to calculate the Froude number, Fr. This definition of the Froude number is valid within the
shallow—water theory. Note that there are alternative ways of defining Fr. In a stably stratified
atmosphere, one can define an internal Froude number which determines the flow
characteristics within this layer. Prim :2 U/ (NH), where N is the Brunt~Vaisala frequency, U is
the mean wind speed within this layer and H is the depth of the layer. Since the flow along the
coast is treated as a channel flow, the former definition will be used in this paper, although the
exact value of Fr should be interpreted with some caution. The maximum wind speed is
simply the highest simulated wind speed in each model vertical. In the experiments the
altitude of the maximum wind speed in each model vertical coincided with the height of the
1nversron.

The difference in maximum wind speed in a cross section from west to east between y ~ 125
km (the northernmost cross section) and at y ~ 25 km (cross section at the kink) is in this
paper denoted upstream acceleration. The downstream acceleration is defined as the
difference in maximum wind speed in a cross section at the kink (same as above) and the
"global" maximum wind speed. The upstream acceleration is always over ~ 100 km while the
distance over which the flow accelerates downstream of the kink varies, due to the fact that
the position of the "global" maximum wind speed is not the same for all the simulations. The
upstream (downstream) acceleration divided by the distance over which the flow accelerates is
in this paper defined as the standardized upstream (downstream) acceleration. A summary of
the simulation results is presented in Table 2: The position and magnitude of the maximum
wind speed; Upstream and downstream acceleration; The standardized upstream and
downstream acceleration; Mean MABL depth. All simulations will be presented below.

4.1. The control run

The MABL depth decreases from west-northwest towards the coast, it slopes from ~450 m to
~ 350 In over ~ 100 km, i.e. the slope is ~ lm/km (Figure 4a). Upstream of the kink, the
MABL depth is ~ 325 m at the shoreline. The MABL is fairly horizontal (east to west)
homogeneous from the northern model boundary and southwards to the kink. Downstream of
the kink, a curved fan emanates from the coast with a MABL slope that steepens towards the
coast. At a distance of ~ 5 km offshore, the MABL slopes steeply from ~ 100 m to a total
collapse at the shoreline.



Contours of the maximum wind speed form a bulge emanating from the coast, with wind
speeds > 22 m/s in the core south of the kink (Figure 4b). The center of the bulge is aligned
with the upstream coastline; i.e. the jet core is located due south of the upstream coastline.
From this figure it is also clear that the acceleration of the flow starts far upstream of the kink
(~ 100 km). The upstream acceleration in the control run, zl__ctr1, is ~ 2.1 m/s over ~ 100 km
while the downstream acceleration is ~ 1.0 m/s over ~ 48 km.

The contour plot of the Froude number (Figure 4c) shows that the flow is supercritical, i.e. Fr
>1, ~ 80 km offshore upstream of the kink. This is well within the upstream Rossby radius of
deformation which with the offshore upstream conditions is of the order ~ 150 km. Where the
coastline turns away from the flow, Fr increases westward and the zone with supercritical
flow widens to ~ 200 km in the southern model domain. An area with Fr > 1.3 stretches south
from the kink in a fan shaped pattern and within a narrow region along the coast extending ~ 5
km offshore Fr > 3.

Figure 5a and 5b show the u- and v—components at the model coordinates of the maximum
wind speed, i.e. the components that represents the maximum wind speed in Figure 4b. Panel
c in Figure 5 shows the wind field represented by wind vectors at the levels of maximum wind
speed and a gray—scale of the maximum scalar wind speed. Note that the wind vectors in the
figure does not represent all of the horizontal grid points in the model. The increase in the v-
component is stretched from north to south with a maximum magnitude of ~ 21 m/s, south of
the kink and west of the upstream coastline. The increase in magnitude of the u—component is
concentrated to a fan shaped region south of the kink, extending ~ 50 km offshore with
increasing magnitude towards the coast. The maximum in the u-component is found ~ 75 km
downstream of the kink close to the coast and is of the order of ~ 9 m/s. From these two
figures it is clear that the maximum wind speed pattern is dominated by the magnitude of the
v—component. One can also conclude that the "perturbation" on the 21 m/s isotach in Figure 4b
at x ~ 20 km and y ~ ~50 km, is due to the maximum in the u—component. The acceleration of
the u~component can be explained by continuity reasons. When the coast turns away from the
flow, the air is bounded to flow in the same direction as the coast turns. The contourlines of
the v—component are on the other hand more puzzling. The perturbations on the 19 m/s
isotach, i.e. where the contourline stretches northward (southward) a couple of km upstream
(downstream) of the kink at x ~ ~50 km, are due to local maximums in the horizontal
temperature gradients from west to east in the corresponding areas. The upstream acceleration
of the flow is on the other hand more difficult to explain. According to the theory, the
acceleration of the flow should start at the point where the coast turns away from the flow, not
as here, far upstream of the kink in the coastline. From the model results it is clear that there is
a significant increase in the horizontal temperature gradient (from west towards the coast) at
the kink. The maximum horizontal temperature gradient increases from ~ 0.05 OC/km
upstream of the kink to ~ 0.95 °C/km approximately 10 km south of the change in the
coastline orientation, i.e. there is a significant increase in the magnitude of the thermal wind
over a relatively short distance. The horizontal temperature gradient then decreases nearly
linear to ~ 0.3 OC/km ~ 75 km downstream of the kink. But still, there is no increase in the
horizontal temperature gradient upstream of the kink that could explain the upstream
acceleration.
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Figure 6 shows vertical cross sections from south to north at x ~ -—5 km of wind speed (panel
a) and potential temperature (panel b). The cross section of wind speed confirms that the
upstream acceleration starts > 100 km north of the kink. The figure also shows that there is a
significant increase in vertical wind shear below ~ 1 km south of the kink. Note also the local
wind minimum (< 2 m/s) at ~ 2 km height in the southern model domain. South of the kink,
the isotherms resemble a wave pattern. The abrupt change in coastline orientation results in a
significant decrease in MABL depth (see Figure 4a) which excites internal buoyancy waves
that propagate in a positive 2— and upstream-direction. If the waves are evanescent or if the
damping of the waves at higher altitudes are due to numerical diffusion is beyond the scope of
this paper to decide. Furthermore, in contrast to the isotherms that slowly recovers to their
upstream elevation, the isotachs are fairly horizontal when exiting the southern model domain.
This suggests that the modification of the flow, i.e. the significantly increased vertical wind
shear below ~ 1 km south of the kink, will remain far downstream, much further south than
this model domain resolves.

Vertical cross sections from west to east of wind speed (panel a and c) and potential
temperature (panel b and d) are shown in Figure 7. Panels a and b are upstream of the kink at
y ~ 75 km while panels c and d are downstream of the kink at y ~ ~50 km. Upstream of the
kink, the isotherms slope gently towards the coastline (panel b). Above the coastline they rise
quickly a few km eastwards and then slopes steeply until they intersect with the coast. The
maximum horizontal temperature gradient (from west to east) is ~ 0.05 oC/krn at a distance of
~ 10 km offshore. Note the local increase in the slope towards the coast of the 12 OC—isotherm
at x ~ ~90 km. This reveals that there is a step change in the inversion height, which not is
resolved in Figure 4a. The MABL depth decreases ~ 25 m over ~ 15 km towards the coast, i.e.
the slope increases locally from ~ 1 m/km to ~ 1.7 m/km. The increased slope of the inversion
coincides with the transition from sub— to supercritical flow ~ 80 km offshore the coast, see
Figure 4c. The upstream jet is below the inversion and aligned with the maximum slope of the
inversion close to the coast (panel a). It has an oval structure that tilts somewhat towards the
coast, which is due to the slope of the inversion towards the coast. In the jet core, the wind
speed is > 19 m/s. Downstream of the kink, the isotherms slope more steeply from west to
east than upstream (panel (1 and b respectively). Isotherms below ~ 1 km drops ~ 200 m from
the western model boundary to x ~ ~25 km, where the slope steepens significantly. The 12°—
isotherm intersects with the sea surface ~ 10 km offshore and the l4°~isotherm just barely
intersects with the coastline clearly revealing the collapse of the MABL and subsidence of the
relatively warmer air above the inversion. The maximum horizontal temperature gradient at
this cross section (~ 75 km downstream of the kink) is ~ 0.3 °C/km close to the coastline, i.e.
it is nearly 10 times stronger than in the upstream cross section. The wind speed in the jet core
is ~ 22 m/s, it is still due south of the upstream coastline and at nearly the same altitude as
upstream. The jet is somewhat wider and more tilted than upstream, which is due to the
change in the slope of the inversion towards the coast (see panel b and d). Note the region of
lower wind speeds above the jet. The 4 m/s isotach reaches down to ~ 1 km and the 2 m/s
isotach above the jet reaches down to ~ 1200 m. The 2 m/s isotach is also seen in the vertical
cross section of wind speed from south to north in Figure 6a. Furthermore, the increase in
vertical wind shear below ~ 1 km south of the kink is clearly seen here.
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The overall picture of the control run suggests, that the flow ~ 100 km offshore upstream of
the kink is relatively unaffected by the change in coastline orientation. This is well within the
Rossby radius of deformation, ~ 150 km, based on the upstream conditions. South of the kink,
the zone with perturbed flow widens to ~ 200 km in the southern model domain. In contrast to
Samelson (1992), the acceleration of the flow starts far upstream of the kink. The upstream
acceleration is ~ 2 m/s while the downstream acceleration only is ~ 1 m/s, however, the
standardized upstream and downstream accelerations are of the same magnitude.

4.2. Piecewise linear coast lines

4.2.1. Changes in the height of the inversion

The way the height of the inversion influence the MABL depth is clearly seen in Figure 8a and
9a, zlflinh+ and zl__inh- respectively. As expected, a higher height of the inversion gives a
deeper MABL and a lower height of the inversion gives a shallower MABL. In zl___inh+, the
MABL west of the upstream coastline is ~ 200 m deeper than in zl__ctrl (Figure 8a and 4a,
respectively). Figure 8 also clearly reveals the effect of a kink in the coastline. A'well—defined
fan emanates from the kink with a decreasing MABL depth towards the coast. Note that the
greater part of the flow is subcritical but turns supercritical south of the kink within an area
close to the coast with Fr > 1, the flow is thus trans-critical. There is a local increase in the
wind speed south of the kink with a maximum wind speed of ~ 20.7 m/s. The upstream and
the downstream acceleration are of the same magnitude, ~ 1.3 m/s. However, the downstream
acceleration is over ~ 43 km, i.e. less than half the distance.

In Z1__inh“, there is a very slight maximum in the depth of the MABL north of the kink ~ 100
km offshore, but the local increase is small and the MABL tOp is rather smooth and slopes
gently within several km from the maximum, see Figure 9a. Furthermore, there is a local
minimum in the MABL depth north of the kink, ~ 10 km from the coastline. The MABL
slopes from ~ 190 m at a distance of ~25 km offshore, to a minimum depth of ~ 145 m ~ 10
km offshore. The inversion then rises steeply towards the coast and the MABL depth is ~ 160
m at the shoreline. This minimum in the MABL depth coincides with the strong horizontal
wind shear close to the coast seen in Figure 9b. South of the kink, the MABL slopes from a
depth of ~ 175 m ~ 70 km offshore, to < 50 m within ~ 10 km from the shoreline. Although
the wind speed is lower, the general structure of the maximum wind speed contours in zl__inh~
is similar to zl___ctrl (Figure 9b and 4b respectively). The maximum wind speed is ~ 19.5 m/s,
the upstream acceleration ~ 1.8 m/s and the downstream acceleration ~ 1.4 m/s over ~ 67 km.
With a lower inversion height, Figure 9c shows that the flow is supercritical in the entire
model domain (recall the definition of the Froude number, Fr ~ H‘UZ). Note also that Fr
increases westward much further north than in zl__ctrl, isolines stretches out from the coast ~
50 km north of the kink while in zl__ctrl just south of the kink.

Figure 10 shows cross sections from west to east of wind speed and potential temperature at y
~ 75 km for zl__inh+ and zl___inha Upstream of the kink, the most striking differences are in
the height of the inversion and the strength of the stratification. In zlwinh+ the inversion is at
a higher height with a decreased stability above the inversion while in z1___inh— the inversion is
at a lower height with an increased stability above the inversion (panel b and d respectively).
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zl__inh- has the strongest horizontal temperature gradient (from west to east) and zl___inh+ has
the weakest while the strength of the horizontal temperature gradient in zlgctrl is in between.
Note also the “dip” in the 12° isotherm in zl__inh+ and zl__inh- (and the very small
perturbation in zlflctrl close to the coast). The perturbation in zl___inh~ coincides with the local
minimum of the MABL depth discussed above (see Figure 9a). This nearshore minimum in
MABL depth, upstream of the kink, is also found in zl___inh- and zlmctrl but not “resolved” in
the MABL depth figures. Furthermore, it is also clear from the cross sections of wind speed,
that the altitude of the jet follows the inversion height and that the jet is moved further
offshore with a higher altitude of the inversion (see Figure 10a and ICC).

Figure 11 shows the same as Figure 10 but the cross section is taken at y ~ --50 km. The slope
of the isotherms close to the coast is steepest in zl__inh+ but due to the stratification and
strength of the stability, zl___inh~ has the strongest horizontal temperature gradient and thus the
strongest thermal wind. When comparing Figure 7c, 11a and lie it seams that the tilt of the jet
towards the coast increases with an increased inversion height. This is explained by the
differences in the slope of the inversion towards the coast. The inversion in zlginh+ slopes
steeper from x ~ —50 km than in zl__inh~, the jet is aligned with the slope of the inversion and
thus the jet in zl__inh+ will be more tilted towards the coast than in zl___inhn Note also that
with the weaker inversion, the region of lower wind speeds above the jet stretches further
down.

In summary, the MABL is zlflinh+ (zlwinh-) is generally deeper (more shallow) than in
zl___ctrl. With a higher height of the inversion, the flow is trans-critical while it is supercritical
in the entire model domain with the lower height of the inversion. Furthermore, when the
height of the inversion increases, so does the tilt of the jet towards the coast.

4.2.2. Changes in the strength of the background flow

The contour plots of Fr in Figure 12 show as expected that the higher the background wind
speed is, the higher the Froude number becomes. With the lowest background wind speed,
zl___ws5, the flow is subcritical in the entire model domain. In zlmwl, Fr > 1 in a very small
region close to the coast just south of the kink while in z1__ws15 and zl__ws20 the flow is
supercritical in nearly the entire model domain. Note that although the structure of Fr
zl__ws15 and zl__ws20 is fairly similar downstream of the kink in, the values of Pr are higher
in 21 ws20.

The results from zl__ws5, zl___wl and zl___w320 would suggest that the larger the background
wind speed is, the deeper is the MABL (except in a region ~ 10 km offshore south of the
kink), see Figure 13a, b and d. This is even more clearly seen in vertical cross section of
potential temperature (see Figure 15a, b and d). Higher wind speed induces higher turbulent
friction and higher turbulent friction causes a more well-mixed MABL. Thus the MABL depth
will increase with an increased wind speed. This simple concept of the MABL depth behavior
in response to wind speed is, however, broken in zlwws15, see Figure 13c; zl__ws15 seams to
be a transition case in the flow characteristics.
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In Figure 14 (panel b and d), which shows the maximum wind speed, the 14— and 24 m/s
isotachs, in zl__ws10 and zl__ws20 respectively, stretches northwestward along the upstream
coastline, while the isotachs in zl~w315 (panel c) stretches southwestward. Thus, the
upstream wind-speed maximum is pushed offshore. Furthermore, zlflwslS also has the
highest upstream acceleration of these four simulations, ~ 3.3 m/s.

Figure 16 shows vertical cross sections of wind speed at y ~ 75 km. Panel a, b and d would
suggest that the higher the wind speed is, the higher is the altitude of the jet and the further
offshore is the jet core. However, once again, this simple behavior is broken by zlaws15.
Furthermore, note the region of higher wind speeds above the coastal jet in zl__ws10 and
zl___ws15. This feature is clearly different compared with the other two simulations, there
seams to be a second jet above the coastal jet. Note that these simulations, in contrast to e.g.
the control run, has a northerly background flow through the atmosphere. This feature is not
investigated further here.

4.2.3. Varying the change in the coastline orientation

The effect of a decreased or increased angle oc is clearly seen in Figure 17 and 18 (zl__oc10 and
zl__oc45 respectively). With 06 ~ 10°, the MABL slopes gently towards the coast from east to
west (Figure 17a). Upstream of the kink, the MABL depth is ~ 375 m at the shoreline. Due
south of the kink, the MABL depth decreases from a depth of ~ 300 in ~ 15 km offshore to ~
250 m at the shoreline, i.e. the MABL does not collapse. For 06 ~ 45°, the MABL is generally
much shallower and SIOpes from northwest (rather than from west) towards the coast (Figure
18a). North of the kink the MABL depth is ~ 275 m at the shoreline. Downstream of the kink,
the MABL forms a well-defined fan emanating a few km north of the kink. The MABL
collapses from ~ 250 m to < 10 m in a zone that is widening from ~ 20 km just south of the
kink to ~ 125 km at the southern model boundary. In zl___oc10 the flow is supercritical in a
narrow alongshore zone while in zl__0L45 it is supercritical in the entire model domain, see
Figure 170 and 180 respectively. Due south of the kink and eastward towards the coast Fr >
2.5 in zl__oc45. From panel b in Figure 17, 4 and 18, one can conclude that the larger the angle
06 is, the stronger the winds are. z1____oc10 has ~ 2 m/s lower maximum wind speed than zlwctrl
while in zl__oc45 it is ~5 m/s higher than in z1___ctrl. It is also clear that the region of highest
wind speeds is moved further south as the angle or is increased. This can be explained by the
different accelerations of the flows; the larger the acceleration of the flow is, the longer
distance (time) it will take friction to balance this. Furthermore, zl___oc45 also has two wind
maxima, both with wind speeds > 27 m/s, however, at different altitudes. The western wind
maximum is at ~ 100 m higher altitude than the eastern wind maximum and dominated by
strong v—components, ~ 26 m/s. Within the eastern wind maximum, which is the "global"
maximum, the u—component has its maximum, ~ 14 m/s. The magnitudes of the u~components
are, on the other hand, a few m/s lower than the magnitudes of the v~components within the
same area.
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Figure 17, 4 and 18 clearly show that the structure and intensity of the upstream acceleration
is dependent on the angle at which the coast turns away from the flow. The larger the angle 0t
is the more the effects of the change in coastline orientation spread towards northwest. In
zlfioclO, the upstream acceleration is ~ 0.8 m/s while in 21*Ot45, it is ~ 4.0 m/s. The
downstream acceleration is ~ 0.6 m/s over ~ 36 km in zlfloclO and ~ 2.8 m/s over ~ 98 km in
21 0t45.

Vertical cross sections from south to north at it ~ --5 km of wind speed and potential
temperature are shown in Figure 19. The horizontal extension from north to south of the flow
acceleration is, as mentioned above, dependent on the angle 0t. This is very clearly seen in
Figure 6a, 19a and 19c (zl__ctrl, zl___0t10 and zlwoc45 respectively). Furthermore, the larger the
angle Otis, the larger is the vertical wind shear below ~ 1 km in the southern model domain. In
zl___0t10_ it is weaker than in zlhctrl, due tothe lower wind speeds in the jet, while in zl___ot45,
the magnitude of the wind speed is higher at all levels below ~ 1 km. Note also the local
minimum in wind speed in zlwoc45 north of the kink at ~ 2 km height with wind speeds < 2
m/s. There is a resemblance between the structure in the isotherms in 214110 and zlwctrl, see
Figure 19b and 6b respectively. In zlfioclO, the inversion height is somewhat higher and the
stability above it is weaker than in zl_,_ctrl. Furthermore, the wave structure is not as
conspicuous. In zlwoc45 on the other hand, there are some clear differences compared with
zl___ctrl. The isotherms slope from north to south, with an increased slope south of the kink. In
contrast to zl____ctrl, the isotherms do not rise south of the kink towards their upstream
elevation (see Figure 19d and 6b). Isotherms below ~ 1.5 km in zl___0L45 are fairly parallel with
the sea-surface when “exiting” the southern model boundary. In particular, note the
differences between 214110 and zl___0t45. There is a significant warming of the layers above
the inversion in z1__0t45 and the stability is considerable stronger in the mid-layers than in
21___0t10. In the upper—layers, on the other hand, the stability in zl__oc10 is stronger than in
21 (145.

Figure 20 shows cross sections from west to east of wind speed and potentizd temperature at y
~ 75 km. Upstream of the kink, the inversion height in zl___0t10 is higher while the stability
above the inversion is lower than in zl__ctr1, see Figure 20b and 7b respectively. Note the
perturbation on the 12 °C-isotherm at it ~ -40 km, this coincides with the increased slope of
the MABL depth towards the coast seen in Figure 17a and also with the somewhat uplifted jet
core, see the 17 m/s isotach in figure 20a. In zl__oc45 on the other hand, the inversion height is
lower and the stability above the inversion is significantly stronger compared with 21__ctrl, see
Figure 20d and 7b. The general structure of the isotachs upstream of the kink is fairly similar,
although the wind speeds below ~ 1 km increases at all levels as the angle 0:, increases. Note
the local minimum in wind speed, < 2 m/s at ~ 2 km height above the jet in Figure 200.

Figure 21 shows the same as Figure 20 but at y ~ ~50 km. Downstream of the kink the
differences between the simulations are more striking than upstream. In the simulation with
the largest angle 0t, i.e. zl__0t45, the jet is much flatter and wider than in zlmctrl and zl__,0t.
Furthermore is the wind shear below ~ 500 in also much stronger and there is local minimum
in wind speed, < 2 m/s, above the jet at ~ 2 km height. The flatness of the jet is due to the
slope of the inversion towards the coast and clearly seen in the cross sections of the potential
temperature. It is also clear that the larger the angle oc is the further offshore does the MABL
collapse, see Figure 21b, 7d and 21d respectively. In zlmoa-lS the MABL collapses ~ 25 km
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offshore while in zluorlo, as mentioned earlier, it does not collapse at all. Even when the
angle or is large, the jet core and the maximum slope of the inversion are more aligned with
the upstream coastline, rather then with the coastline at the corresponding cross section.
Furthermore, in zl__0t45 there is a region of higher wind speeds above the coast close to the
surface. This shows that when the angle is large enough, the northerly flow will cross the
mountain range and undergo strong downslope acceleration on the lee side.

The overall picture of the simulations with different values of ca is that the larger the angle is,
the more the effects of the change in coastline orientation spread towards northwest.
Furthermore, the magnitude and position of the maximum wind speed is dependent on 06. An
increased angle also decreases the height of the inversion but strengthens the stability in the
mid-layers above, both upstream and downstream of the kink. In particular, there is a
significant warming of the layers above the inversion with an increased angle. Due to the
stratification and strength of the stability, these simulations suggests that the larger 0t is the
stronger the horizontal temperature gradient from east to west is and thus the stronger is the
thermal wind. An interesting feature also appeared in Zl___OL45. The regions of minimum wind
speeds at ~ 2 km height seen in Figure 20c and 21c show that these regions are aligned with
the coastal jet, i.e. a local minimum in wind speed above the jet.

4.2.4. Decreasing height of the terrain along the coast

Figure 22 shows the MABL depth, maximum wind speed and Fr for z2___N~S. Downstream of
the kink, the MABL depth and structure are fairly similar to zlwctrl. The striking differences
are upstream of the kink. While the MABL slopes gently towards the coast in zlmctrl, there is
a local maximum in depth at x ~ --80 km in z2__~N~S. East of this maximum and towards coast,
the MABL in z2__N-S is ~ 50 m deeper than in zl___ctrl. The maximum in the MABL depth
causes a locally increased horizontal temperature gradient from east to west that enhances the
thermal wind. This increase in wind speed upstream of the kink is seen ~ 50 km offshore in
Figure 22b, where the 22 m/s isotach stretches northwards. The wind speed in z2__N-S is
generally higher than in zl__ctrl, the maximum wind speed is ~ 24.0 m/s which is ~ 1.9 m/s
higher than in zl___ctrl. From x ~ -75 km towards the coast the horizontal temperature gradient
generally is stronger in z2__N—S than in zlgctrl and thus the wind speeds are higher in z2__N-S.
The upstream acceleration is ~ 1.1 m/s while the downstream acceleration is ~ 1.3 m/s over ~
75 km. Furthermore, the region with the highest wind speed follows the orientation of the
coastline rather than being aligned with the upstream coastline as in zl___ctrl. The maximum
wind speed is (as in zlflctrl) dominated by the v~component. The structure of the u-component
is not altered so much from zl___ctrl, although the maximum of the u~component is ~ 50 km
further south than in zl___ctr1. Due to the increase in wind speed, Fr is somewhat higher in
z2,__N-S than in zl__ctrl and the increase in Fr starts further upstream rather at the kink as in
21 ctrl.

Vertical cross sections of wind speed and potential temperature from north to south at x ~ 5
km are shown in Figure 23. From this figure it is clear that with a decreasing height of the
coast, the change in the coastline orientation is not as dynamically abrupt as if the coast has a
constant height. The wave structure in the isotherms is more or less evanescent below ~ 1 km
and the isotachs slopes more gently from north to south than in zl___ctr1, see Figure 6.
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Figure 24 shows vertical cross sections from west to east of wind speed and potential
temperature. The height of the coast at y ~ 75 km is ~ 930 m and ~ 295 m at y ~ ~50 km. The
most striking difference upstream of the kink between z2___N—S and zl~ctrl is the regions of
higher wind speed that stretches in over the coastal range (panel a). With a lower height of the
coastal range, the flow will be less hindered in the cross-coast direction, and thus be able to
stretch further in over the land. This is also clearly seen in panel b, the isotherms above ~ 1
km stretches in over land rather than intersecting with the coast as in zl__ctrl. Downstream of
the kink, the general structure of the jet is similar to zl__ctrl, although regions of higher wind
speed stretches in over the coast due to the lower height of the coastal range (panel c).

22uN—k and 22___k—S were compared to see how the coastal flow was altered when the height of
the coastal range started to decrease upstream of the kink and at the kink respectively. From
Figure 25 and 26 it is clear that it is of great importance to the flow characteristics if the
height of the coastal range starts to decrease upstream or downstream of the kink. The changes
in flow characteristics in z2____N-S and z2____N-k are spread from the coast and westwards, while
in nk-S, the changes spreads towards northwest. The structure of the MABL depth,
maximum wind speed and Fr south of the kink in z2__~k-S, more resembles an expansion fan,
than the structures in z2___N-§ and z2_,N--k do. When the height of the coastal range starts to
decrease at the kink, this interacts with the change in coastline orientation and accelerates the
flow to a maximum wind speed of ~ 24.6 m/s. As in zl___ctrl, the slope of the isotherms in a
vertical cross section from north to south steepens significantly, south of the kink (not shown
here). Furthermore, the upstream acceleration in z2__k-S is ~ 3.1 m/s, which is the largest
upstream acceleration in the simulations with decreasing height of the coastal range, and also
~ 1 m/s larger than in zl____ctrl. As in z2~__N-S, the MABL depth in z2____N—k has a maximum ~ 50
km offshore while this feature is evanescent in z2__k-S. The local maximum in the depth of the
MABL is thus coupled (in one way or another) with the decrease of the height of the coastal
range upstream of the kink. One reason for this might be that the magnitude of the offshore
wind component (i.e. abs(u) where u<0) above the inversion is larger in z2____N—S and 22___N~k
than in zlfictrl and zl_k-S but not further investigated here.

In summary, when the height of the coastal mountain range decreases upstream of the change
in coastline orientation, the kink in the coastline is not as dynamically abrupt as if the coast
has a constant height. Due to the decreasing height of the coastal range, the upstream
horizontal temperature gradient increases and thus the wind speed increases. Furthermore, the
flow is less hindered by the lower coastal range and is able to stretch further in over land.
When the height of the coastal range starts to decrease downstream of the kink, this interacts
with the change in the coastline orientation. This leads not only to the highest wind speed, but
also the strongest upstream acceleration of the flow.
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4.3. Curved coastlines

When the coastline is curved, there is no abrupt change in the coastline orientation as there is
for the piecewise linear coasts. However, the position where the coastline starts to curve, will
for simplicity also be referred to as the "kink". Figure 27 shows the MABL depth, maximum
wind speed and Fr for 23___R24. West of the upstream coastline, the MABL depth in 23,324 is
generally more shallow than in zl__ctrl (although the mean MABL depth is lower in 23,324).
Downstream of the kink, the MABL depth in z3___R24, is affected further offshore than in
zl___ctrl. In the southern model domain the MABL collapses ~ 10 km offshore while it in
zlwctrl collapses at the shoreline. It is also clear that the maximum wind speed is further south
of the kink and has a higher magnitude, the maximum wind speed is ~ 24.7 m/s which is ~ 2.6
m/s higher than in zl__ctrl. Furthermore, the upstream acceleration is ~ 1.7 m/s, which is less
than in zl__ctrl, and the downstream acceleration is ~ 2.8 m/s over ~ll2 km which is more
than in zl__ctrl. Also the Froude number has generally increased; a fan with Fr > 1.5 emanates
~ 25 km south of the kink. Note also the differences in the pattern of Fr contours. In zlmctrl
the contours more resembles a bulge emanating at the kink with higher Fr towards the coast,
while in z3__R24 the contours form a fan. Figure 27 suggests that the effects off the change in
the coastline orientation are more spread towards northwest when the coastline is curved.

Vertical cross sections from south to north at x ~ —5 km of wind speed and potential
temperature are shown in Figure 28. This figure clearly reveals the difference between a
curved coastline and a piecewise linear» coast with a kink. In zl__ctrl one can see the effect of
the abrupt change in coastline orientation, both in the isotachs and isotherms south of the
kink. In 23,324 on the other hand, the contours are much smoother and the wave pattern in
the isotherms is evanescent, clearly revealing that the change in the orientation of the coastline
is continuous and not abrupt as in zl,_ctrl.

Figure 29 shows vertical cross sections from west to east of wind speed and potential
temperature. Upstream of the kink, the differences in the general structure of the isotachs are
small, although the winds below ~ 500 m in z3~R24 are somewhat stronger further offshore
than in zl__ctrl (see Figure 29a and 7a, respectively). In the jet core the wind speed is ~ 1 m/s
stronger in z3__R24 than in zl_ctrl. The difference in the wind speed is due to a stronger
horizontal temperature gradient from the western model boundary towards the coast, and thus
a stronger thermal wind in z3___R24. This is also the case downstream of the kink, the wind
speed in the jet core is > 2 m/s stronger in z3___R24 than in zlwctrl, clearly showing the
stronger acceleration of the flow downstream of the kink, when the coast is curved.

Figure 30 shows the MABL depth, maximum wind speed and Fr for z3__RlO and z3__R4S. A
comparison between this figure and Figure 17 and 18 confirms that the flow characteristics far
offshore are more affected when the coastline is curved rather than piecewise linear. In
z3lO, the supercritical zone along the coast is wider than in zlmodO. The contour line with
Fr :2 1.7 in z3__R45, stretches ~ 30 km further west in the southern model domain. It is also
clear that the maximum wind speed is higher and further south in the model domain with a
curved coastline. The maximum wind speed in z3_R45 is ~ 29.3 m/s which was the highest
wind speed in all these simulations. Furthermore, z3___R24 and 23*R45 show that the change
in the coastline orientation does not have to be abrupt to excite an expansion fan, a gradual
curvature of the coastline is sufficient.
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4.4. Coast lines with capes

Figure 31 shows the MABL depth, maximum wind speed and Fr for 21,3500. From this
figure it is clear that the cape significantly blocks the flow. Upstream of the cape, the wind
speed and MABL depth are rather homogeneous. The MABL slopes gently towards the coast
and has a depth of ~ 430 m at the shoreline which is ~ 100 m lower than the height of the
cape. At the tip of the cape, which is aligned with the change in orientation of the main coastal
range, the flow starts to accelerate. Regions of higher wind speeds form a bulge emanating
from the cape with wind speeds > 20 m/s in the center. The upstream acceleration is ~ 1.8 m/s
while the downstream acceleration is ~ 2.1 m/s over ~ 59 km. The MABL forms a curved fan
emanating from the tip of the cape with decreasing depth towards the coast. In lee of the cape,
the MABL collapses. The depth is < 10 min a region that stretches southeastward from the tip
of the cape towards the coastline while the depth of the MABL slowly grows from the cape
and southwards. Furthermore, the flow is trans—critical. At the tip of the cape the flow turns
supercritical within a zone that is widening to ~ 175 km at the southern model boundary. In
lee of the cape where the MABL collapses, Fr > 3.

Vertical cross sections from west to east of wind speed and potential temperature are shown in
Figure 32. Upstream of the cape, the slope of the inversion towards the shore is not as steep as
in zl___ctrl. As a result, the jet is not as tilted towards the coast, and due to the weaker
horizontal temperature gradient, the wind speed is lower than in zl__ctrl. The jet is somewhat
flat close to the coast which is due to a local minimum in the inversion height ~ 20 km
offshore. Downstream of the cape, the influence on the flow by the cape is clearly seen. The
jet is slightly skewed (c.f. e.g. Rogers et al. 1998) and tilts significantly towards the coast. The
reason for this structure of the jet is seen in the isotherms. The inversion slopes steeply
towards the coast and the collapse of the MABL is evident.

Vertical cross sections from south to north at x ~ —5 km of wind speed and potential
temperature are shown in Figure 33. The collapse of the MABL in lee of the cape is clearly
seen in this figure. At ~500 m height, the temperature ~ 50 km downstream of the cape is ~
5°C warmer than upstream of the cape. Upstream of the cape, the flow is blocked ~ 25 km
north of the cape and the Wind speed in the jet at ~ 250 m height decreases with ~ 6 m/s over
~ 30 km. Downstream of the cape, the flow accelerates but the jet is now at ~ 100 In lower
height than upstream.

Figure 34 shows the MABL depth, maximum wind speed and Fr for zl__c200 and 215800. In
both zl___0200 and zl__c800, the depth of the MABL upstream of the cape is > 400 m at the
shoreline. From panel a, c and e it is clear that although the height of the cape is
approximately half of the MABL depth, the flow is significantly blocked. Note in particular
the collapse of the MABL in lee of the cape. Panel b, d and f show, as expected, that with a
higher cape the flow is more blocked than with a lower cape.
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4.5. Discussion

First of all it is evident, that there are highly complex and non—linear interactions between the
boundary—layer dynamics, terrain forcing and buoyancy-wave propagation. In simpler models
one can change the forcing and obtain a simple linear response while with a more complex
model, as used here, one single change in the forcing will not only give rise to just one effect,
but many. The simulations with different changes in coastline orientation are clear examples
of this. When the angle with which the coast turns away from the flow was increased, this did
not only lead to an increased wind speed, it also lead to a significant warming of the upper
layers.

One of the most striking features in these simulations was the gradual acceleration of the flow
along the coast upstream of the change in coastline orientation, even in supercritical flows, of
e.g. zlmctrl. This upstream acceleration was also found by Tjernstrom (1999) in sensitivity
simulations where the local terrain of the cape perpendicular to the main flow was removed
and the coastal mountain range north of Cape Mendocino was kept. Tjernstrom speculated
(personal communication) that small continuous changes in the upstream coastline and terrain
height might cause this smooth acceleration of the flow. However, the simulations performed
here, with the smooth terrain, show that this is not the case. The upstream acceleration of the
flow, even when this is supercritical, is present in many runs, and must be due to some other
mechanism. In fact, the only cases without the gradual upstream acceleration along the coast
are the simulations with capes. These simulations further emphasize that the cape not only
causes a local blocking of the upstream flow, the cape also blocks the gradual upstream
acceleration.

The strongest upstream accelerations were found in z2§_k-S, zl~0t45 and zl__ws15 (a strong
upstream acceleration was also found in 21.9800, however, due to the strong blocking of the
flow upstream of the cape this acceleration was found further offshore). The contour plots of
maximum wind speed for these simulations have a striking resemblance. From the coastline,
the isotachs stretch southwestwards, i.e. the effects of the change in the coastline orientation
(and change of the height of the coastal range in zZflk—S) spread towards northwest. The
reason for this upstream acceleration has not been outlined in this paper. Further analyses of
the simulation results are needed and also additional simulations may have to be carried out.
However, Ippen (1951) has an interesting remark. If the amplitude of a gravity wave is high
enough, it will be able to travel upstream even in a supercritical flow if the velocity of this
wave exceeds the velocity of the flow. Note that the phase speed in equation 2.1, is the phase
speed for a linear shallow—water wave. As mentioned earlier, this is a valid approximation for
waves whose wavelengths are much greater than the depth of the fluid. This restriction is
necessary in order that the vertical velocities will be small enough so that the hydrostatic
approximation is valid. However, this is a linearized phase speed that only holds for linear
waves. When the amplitude of the wave can not be considered small with respect to the depth
of the fluid, there will also be non-linear effects that increase the phase speed of the wave.
One also has to remember that it is a spectrum of waves that interacts, not just one single
wave. This might suggest that although the flow is supercritical, the change in the coastline
orientation is so abrupt that gravity waves with high enough amplitude, and thus high enough
phase speed to overcome the velocity of the flow, are excited. Furthermore, within the
shallow-water theory, the density at the upper layer is constant, while in reality, there is a
vertical density gradient aloft. The upper layer, where the flow velocity also is lower than



below the inversion, is thus capable to sustain internal gravity waves that may propagate
towards north and influence the upstream MABL. This is another possible mechanism that
could explain the upstream acceleration in e.g. zl___ctrl. However, it must be realized, that we
will only see the final steady-state solution here and not the transient development. The latter
hypothesis can relatively easy be investigated, while the former is more difficult. Simulations
with a stronger inversion and should be carried out. The inversion should be sufficiently
strong, that the atmosphere could be treated as a two-layer model, minimizing the interaction
between the upper and lower layers. The strength of the stratification aloft should also be
varied.

The simulations with different inversion heights performed here suggest that there is an
optimum in inversion height where a balance between the turbulent friction and the northerly
acceleration of the flow with decreasing height leads to a maximum in upstream acceleration
and in wind speed. The overall picture is that when the inversion is at a higher altitude, there
is little or no affect on the flow upstream of the kink while if it is at a lower altitude, the flow
is affected further upstream and further offshore. However, note that when the height of the
inversion is altered, this also alters the strength of the inversion and thus the magnitude of the
thermal wind. Before a general conclusion can be drawn, simulations with the same strength
of the inversion have to be carried out.

When the strength of the background flow was varied, this revealed an unexpected feature.
One should expect that when the background wind speed is increased, the flow would behave
more and more as a supercritical flow. However, with a wind speed of 15 m/s (zlwws15), the
flow characteristics are clearly different from the other simulations with altered background
wind speed. Furthermore, zl__ws15 is more super-geostrophic than the other simulations. In
zl~ws10 the flow is subcritical in nearly the whole model domain while in zlgwsZO, it is
supercritical in nearly the whole model domain. Note that there is a striking resemblance
between the MABL depth and wind speed contours in these simulations. It seams that even
though the flow is supercritical, the MABL and wind fields adjust as if they were subcritical
when the wind speed reaches "a critical value". Recall that these simulations have a northerly
background flow through the atmosphere, it is not clear what the effects of this is.
Therefore, it is suggested that simulations with a more realistic wind profile should be
performed, e.g. the wind profile used in zl___ctrl but with a higher magnitude of the wind speed
at the lowest level.

It was found that the angle with which the coast turns away from the flow regulates the
amount of acceleration in the following expansion fan. The larger the angle becomes, the
faster the flow in the fan becomes. Furthermore, even with an angle as large as 45° the jet core
is aligned with the upstream coastline, and thus further offshore than with a smaller angle. On
the other hand, the larger the angle becomes the stronger are the onshore wind components
south of the change in coastline orientation since more "void" have to be filled. Samelson's
hypothesis that if the angle with which the coast turns away from the flow is sufficiently
increased would lead to a recirculation near the coast downstream of the change in coastline
orientation, could not be verified. In these simulations with different angles, the flow was
northerly at all levels below ~ 2 km.
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It is also clear that with a decreasing height of the terrain, the flow is more accelerated than
with a constant height of the coastline. Furthermore, the wind speeds over land are higher
since the flow is less hindered by the coastal range and thus able to stretch further in over
land. When the height of the range decreases upstream of the kink, the upstream wind speed is
generally higher than with a constant height of the terrain. The jet also follows the coastline
orientation rather than being aligned with the upstream coastline as when the coast has a
constant height. The largest impact was found when the s10pe of the mountain range was
confined to the downstream region, i.e. an interaction between the slope of the mountain range
and change in coastline orientation. Note that although the wind speeds are lower in 22__k-S
than in zlwoc45, the contour plots of maximum wind speed are fairly similar. This suggests
that when the slope of the mountain range is confined with the change in coastline orientation,
this is comparable to an increased angle or.

The simulations with piecewise linear coasts (zl__ctrl, 21,0610 and zlfloc45) and curved
coastlines (z3__R24, Z3~R10 and 23*R45) show that the change in the coastline orientation
does not have to be abrupt to excite an expansion fan, a gradual curvature of the coastline is
sufficient. There is a striking resemblance in the contour plots of wind speed between these
simulations. This confirms the hypothesis by Tjernstrom (1999), that the acceleration of the
flow, i.e. the expansion fan, is due to the curvature of the main coastal mountains.
Furthermore, when the coastline is curved, the acceleration of the flow is stronger, i.e. for the
same "displacement" of the coastline in the southern model domain, the maximum wind speed
with a curved coastline is higher than with a piecewise linear coast. If the change in the
coastline orientation is abrupt, the flow will accelerate in response to this "single" increase of
the angle 0t. When the coastline is curved, the flow will undergo a continuous acceleration due
to the continuous increase of the angle 0t (i.e. the "width of the channel” increases
continuously) and thus the acceleration of the flow will be stronger. Furthermore, with a
curved coastline, the effects of the change in coastline orientation spreads further offshore and
more towards northwest.

Finally, from the simulations with capes perpendicular to the coastline it is clear, that even
when the height of the cape is as low as ~ half of the MABL depth, the flow is significantly
blocked. On the other hand, somewhat surprisingly, the lowest maximum wind speed in these
simulations is found in the simulation with the lowest height of the cape. As discussed above,
the cape is not only responsible for the blocking of the upstream flow, the cape also blocks the
gradual upstream acceleration. An interesting feature appeared on the lee side of the cape. The
acceleration of the flow to > 16 m/s on the downslope side of the cape may be due to wave»
breaking mechanisms in the air aloft, see Figure 35 (Branko Grisogono, personal conversion).
To describe the nonlinear airflow over terrain, the Froude number is the principal parameter.
The background Froude number, Fro, is defined as Fr0=U0/(h0N0), where U0, N0 and he are the
unperturbed background wind speed perpendicular to the obstacle, buoyancy frequency and
the maximum height of the obstacle, respectively. For further reading about wave-breaking,
of. e.g. Enger and Grisogono (1998). The upstream conditions in zl~c500 gives a background
Fro 2 0.784. Theory thus indicates that a wave—breaking event may be present in lee of the
cape. This feature was also present in 215200 and zl___c800, although less pronounced. This
largely confirms Tjernstroms (1999) hypothesis that it is a lee-wave triggered by the cape that
is responsible for the skewed shape of the jet and the collapse of the MABL in lee of the cape.
A further investigation of this event is suggested.
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5. Conclusion

Numerical simulations with an idealized terrain based on the coastline north of Cape
Mendocino have been performed. The meso-y—scale model which has been used is hydrostatic,
non—linear and has a higher-order turbulence closure. The effects of different coastline
geometry, i.e. surface forcing, and effects of changes in the internal structure of the marine
atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) on supercritical flows have been studied. The reason for
using an idealized terrain was to test hypotheses, related to the coastline shape, one by one.

Simulations that were performed are: Piecewise linear coasts with constant terrain height
where the change in coastline orientation, the height of the inversion and strength of the
background wind speed was varied; Piecewise linear coasts where the height of the terrain
was varying along the coast; Curved coastlines with different curvatures; Piecewise linear

' coasts with simplified capes perpendicular to the coast where the height of the cape was
varied. These forcing mechanisms were varied one by one, this made it possible to study the
different influences on the flow.

The main results are:

- There is an optimum height of the inversion where a balance between friction and the
northerly acceleration of the flow with decreasing height leads to a maximum in wind
speed.

~ When the background wind speed in a supercritical flow reaches a ”critical value", the
MABL and wind fields seams to adjust as if the flow was subcritical.

- The larger the angle with which the coast turns away from the flow becomes, the larger is
the acceleration of the flow and the further south of the change in coastline orientation is
the maximum wind speed.

- When the height of the terrain decreases along the coast this leads to a stronger
acceleration of the flow than with a constant height of the terrain. The largest acceleration
was found when the slope of the coast was confined to the change in coastline orientation.

- The change in coastline orientation does not have to be abrupt to excite an expansion fan,
in fact, a curved coastline leads to a stronger acceleration of the flow than a piecewise
linear coastline. Tjernstroms (1999) hypothesis that the gradual curvature of the main
coastal mountains north of Cape Mendocino is sufficient to excite an expansion fan is
confirmed.

- A cape perpendicular to the main flow significantly blocks the flow, even when the height
of the cape is considerable lower than the depth of the MABL. This study confirms the
hypothesis from Tjernstrom (1999) that the lee-wave triggered by the local terrain at Cape
Mendocino is responsible for the collapse of the MABL in Shelter Cove.

One of the most striking features in this study was in the simulations with the highest wind
speeds. In these simulations, the acceleration started far upstream of the change in coastline
orientation, even though the flows were supercritical. It is suggested that the upstream
acceleration of the flow is due to either high amplitude gravity waves propagating within the
MABL or internal gravity waves propagating above the inversion.
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Experiment Terrain description Background wind Potential temperature and humidity
speed profiles

zl__,ctrl Piecewise linear coast with a height The geostrophic wind Initial potential temperature and
of 1200 m. Kink in the coastline at y
~ 25 km, 0L ~ 24°. East of the range
the minimum height is 180 m.

(ug, Vg) changes
linearly from (-15, —2)
m/s at the surface to
(3.5, 4) m/s at 2500 m
and to (9, 7.5) m/s at
the model top.

specific humidity profiles are taken
as well~mixed (constant values) in
an initially 800 In MABL, capped by
a 17 °C and 4 g/kg inversion with
stable and constant (1 g/kg)
humidity aloft.

zlflinh+ As zlactrl As zlflctrl As zl__ctrl except that the profiles
are uplifted 200 m.

zlwinh- As zl___ctrl As zl__ctr1 As zlgctrl except that the profiles
are lowered 500 m.

zl_ws5 As zlwctrl The geostrophic wind As zl__ctrl
(ug, vg) is (0, «5) m/s
and constant from the
ground to the model
top.

zlwwslo As zl__ctrl As zlgwsS except that As zluctrl
(ug, Va) is (0, ~10) rn/s

zl__ws15 As zl_ctrl As zl__w35 except that As zlgctrl
(ug, Va) is (0, —15) m/s

zlmws20 As zl___ctrl As zl__ws5 except that As zl~ctrl
(ug, V2) is (0, -20) m/s

zl~0t10 As zlwctrl except that or ~ 10°. As zl__ctrl As zl__ctrl
21__,0t45 As zl_ctrl except that 0!, ~ 45°. As zlwctrl As zlwctrl
22~N~S As zl__ctrl but the height of the As zl___ctrl As zlwctrl

range declines from 1200 m at y ~
125 km to 180 m at y ~ —75 km.
South of here and east of the range,
the height is 180 m

z2__N~1< As 22__N—S but the terrain slopes As zlgctrl As zl__ctrl
from y~125kmto y~25 km.

22,108 As 22__N-S but the terrain slopes As zl__ctrl As zl___ctrl
fromy~25kmtoy~~75 km.

z3__R24 Curved coastline with a height of As zl__ctrl As zlwctrl
1200 m. East of the range the
minimum height is 180 in. The
change in coastline orientation starts
at y ~ 25 km and the coastline
intersects with 21 at y ~ ~125 km.

nRlO As z3__R24 except that the coastline As zl__ctrl As zlmctrl
intersects with zl__10 at y ~ -125 km.

z3___R45 As z3~R24 except that the coastline As zl_._ctrl As zl~ctrl
intersects with zl~45 at y ~ «125 km.

2:1“0500 As .21 except that there is cape with a As zl__ctrl As zl__ctrl
height of 500 m perpendicular to the
coastline. The width of the cape is ~
40 km and stretches out ~ 20 km
from the coast. The maximum height
of the cape is aligned with change in
coastline orientation at ~ 25 km.

zl___c200 As zl__c500 except that the height of As zlmctrl As zlmctrl
the cape is 200 m.

zl__c800 As z1__c500 except that the height of As zl__ctrl As zl___ctrl
the cape is 800 m.

Table 1: Description of the terrain and initialization parameters for each experiment.
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Experiment Maximum y -position Upstream Downstream Standardized Standardized Mean
wind [km] acceleration acceleration upstream downstream MABL
speed [In/s] [m/s] acceleration acceleration depth [m]
[m/s] [1/s E6] [Us 136]

zl_ctrl 22.1 «24.0 2.12 1.05 20.8 21.8 326
zl__inh+ 20.7 ~19.5 1.29 1.34 12.7 30.7 514
zl___inh— 19.5 42.7 1.83 1.41 18.0 21.2 156
zl__ws5 10.2 2.0 1.36 0.40 13.4 18.2 427
zlwws10 16.5 —15.6 1.56 1.12 15.4 28.3 449
zl__ws15 25.6 ~35.4 3.34 1.94 32.8 32.6 434
zl__w320 27.2 ~73.7 1.30 2.00 12.8 20.4 551
zlfloclO 19.1 -122 0.81 0.60 8.0 16.7 409
214145 27.8 -73.7 3.99 2.85 39.2 29.2 228
22_N~S 24.0 —51.3 1.13 1.26 11.1 16.7 355
z2_~N~k 23.5 9.2 1.57 0.07 15 .4 4.5 356
z2__k~S 24.6 ~73.7 3.12 2.11 30.7 21.6 318
z3__R24 24.7 88.1 1.72 2.76 16.9 24.7 330
z3_R10 19.4 ~73.7 0.70 0.92 6.9 9.4 401
z3._R45 29.3 «125.7 2.68 4.07 26.3 27.2 263
zlmc500 20.7 -35.4 1.79 2.15 17.6 36.1 290
21__c200 19.8 «51.3 1.18 1.49 11.6 19.8 312
215800 20.6 ~19.5 2.84 2.11 27.9 48.4 270

Table 2: A summary of model results for each experiment: The magnitude of the maximum
wind speed [In/s]; The y—position of the maximum wind speed [km]; Upstream acceleration
[m/s]; Downstream acceleration [In/s]; The standardized upstream acceleration [1/s E6]; The
standardized downstream acceleration [Us 136]; Mean MABL depth [m]. For definitions, see
text.
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Figure 1: Sketch of a supercritical expansion fan: (a) 0t, the angle with witch the channel

turns away from the flow. B, the angle beyond which no information can propagate. U1 and

U2, flow velocities upstream and downstream the widening of the channel, respectively; (b) A

cross section of the depth h of the fluid from A to B in panel a, h and hg, fluid depth upstream

and downstream the Widening of the channel, respectively. Redrawn from Winant et al.
(1988)
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here.
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Figure 3: Axis: Height [km]; Along—coast, north to south [km]; Across-coast, west to east
[km]. From upper left to lower right, the terrain used in: (a) zlmctrl, zl__inh+, zlfijnhq
zl__wsS, zlwwl, zl__ws15 and zl_ws20; (b) zl___0t10; (c) 21‘0645; (d) 22____N-S; (e) z2___N—k;
f) zZ__k-S; (g) z3___R24; (h) 23wR10; (i) z3__R45; 0) 21.5500; (k) zl_c200; (1) zl___c:800.
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Figure 30: Contours of some bulk features
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Figure 31: Contours of some bulk features from zlficSOO at 15.00 LST: (a) Boundary layer depth
[m]; (b) Maximum boundary layer Wind speed [m/s]; (0) Froude number (see text for a definition).
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Figure 32: Vertical cross sections from ZLCSOO at 15.00 LST of (a and C) wind speed [m/s] and (b
and (1) potential temperature [0C], taken from west to east at y ~ 75 km (a and b) and y ~ ~50 km ((3
and d).
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Figure 33: Vertical cross sections taken from south to north at x ~ —-5 km of (a) wind speed [m/s]
and (b) potential temperature [0C] from ZLCSOO at 15.00 LST.
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igure 34: Contours of some bulk features from 2143200 (21, c and e) and zl__0800 (b, d and f) at
15.00 LST: (a and b) Boundary layer depth [In]; (C and d) Maximum boundary layer wind speed
[In/s]; (e and f) Froude number (see text for a definition).
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Figure 35: Vertical cross sections taken from south to north at x ~ «5 km of (a) wind speed m/s
and (13) potential temperature [0C] from 2143500 at 15.00 LST. Enlargement of the region near the
cape.


